
Wahshing Offers You:
☞ In-house design and tooling ☞Machining and assembly

☞Cost effective mould making ☞Complete control over quality

☞Latest moulding technology ☞Full traceability of componeents

☞Double shot plastic mould ☞On demand in time supply

XIECHANG PLASTIC MOULD PROCESSING FACTORY

WAH SHING INDUSTRY CO.(HK)

Web: Http://www.wahshing.hk     Tel: 86-769-87842662     Email: sales04@wahshing.hk



About Wahshing

 Our products mainly cover:

﹡ Auto parts mould

﹡ Medical equipment mould

﹡ Household appliances mould

﹡ Electronic products mould

﹡ Double color mould
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WAH SHING INDUSTRY CO.(HK) is a professional mould maker in China with good organization, first-
class management, strong engineering design team etc. We have all kinds of advanced and precise
equipments such as CNC achines, EDM, Double-component injection moulding.
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Wahshing mould not only pursues mould core quality to complete, but also strict request completes the
mould outward appearance.

The reason Wahshing grow up rapidly are stably and good quality, on time delivery, good services and so on.
We have been exploring oversea market for five years. And our business scopes have expanded to Europe,
United States, America,Middle East and Southeast Asia.

mould Standard: HASCO, DME, LKM.

mould base supplier: LKM, MINGLEE, HASCO, DME.

Steel supplier: LKM, ASSAB, THYSSENKRUPP, Usually use steel: H13, 420, S136, 2083, P20, NAK80, 2311,
2379, 2767, S-7.

Hot runner supplier: YUDO, HASCO, HUSKY, INCOE, MOIDMASTER, SYNVENTIVE.

mould Features: Two-Shot, Over-moulded and Hot Runner mould, Screw moulds.

old components supplier: HASCO, DME, PUNCH, MISUMI



Wahshing QC Procedure: 

Mould Design Control

Mould Steel Hardness Inspection

Mould Electrodes Inspection

Mould Core & Cavity Steel Dimension

Mould Core & Cavity Steel Dimension Inspection

Mould Pre-Assembly Inspection

Mould Trial Report & Samples Inspection

Mould Pre-shipment Final Inspection

Export Mould Package Inspection

Quality

Wahshing strictly comply with ISO9001:2008 instruction and requirements, use quality document system
to control every process of design, production and inspection. We have established separate QA
departments which are independent of production / design departments, set standard QA/QC
procedures for each step of raw-material ordering, production, testing, assembly, packing and shipment
then ensure customer get the best products and services. Quality begins with competent and experienced
employees, bringing commitment and know-how to the company.

Our qualified suppliers, source mold base and mold steel are from LKM,ASSAB,THYSSEN and DAIDO;
hot runner system from YUDO，MOLD-MARSTER，HASCO，DME，HUSKY. We also can select
international standard component from LKM，DAIDO，HASCO and DME, to provide compatible
standard component to help customer cost down.

Wahshing after service section will contact the customer to learn about the requirements and comments
for mould quality after shipment. For quality problems or discrepancy of moulding under normal
operation, we will make quick response and timely provide effective solutions for customers. Even we can
promise to remake the inserts even some components for free, if they have problems that caused by our
wrong working.
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Wahshing has a high degree of in-process control on mold manufacturing and final mold qualification.
Equipped with in-house mold trial injection machines, SPC analysis software and decouple molding
system. We can ensure molds consistently produce high quality products at the shortest cycle.

We are strictly conformity with ISO 9001:2008 standard. All moulds have been well tested by professional
equipments before shipping.



Wahshing---Your best choice for plastic injection mould

Wahshing is a large-scale company integrates mould designing, mould making and mould production. We
are based in China mainland and for more than 13 years we have worked in partenership with coustomers
and suppliers across many industies to provide innovative and effective design, manufacturing and delivery
solutions.

Leading the Field Building for the future
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As experts in plastics technology we
have not been afraid to push the
boundaries to find new and exciting
ways to tap the potential of the in
large and thick section moulding
and for our injection moulding
process. We are renowned for our
expertise Double Shot Injection
Moulding skills.

Our company always keep eyes on
moulds skill, equipment,staff
training and company
management. This will ensure our
ability to meet the current and
future demands of the market with
better quality and service.

Traditional Values   Free Advice

Our free of charge advice and
quotations  demonstrate our high
quality, value for money service.
Whether you are a new or an
existing user of the plastics
injection moulding process we
would like to hear from you. Our
advice is free and our service is,
quite simply, excellent.

We believe in putting the customer
first. This means individual
attention,listening to what you want
and working with you to achieve
the results you need. Most of all it
means delivering on our promise to
you – every time



We have extensive experience
in producing a vast range of
products and components in a
wide variety of thermoplastic
materials. Our mould shop is
equipped with modern
machinery utilising the latest
computer technologys.You can
be sure our skilled technicians
and operators will use the most
cost
effective production methods.

We can manufacture to order or
work to your schedules. To help
you achieve maximum cost
efficiency we can also
manufacture in largerquantities
and hold the balance in stock
for youto call off as required.

Solutions
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Plastic Injection moulding

 Wahshing can offer plastic injection mould with all kinds of plastic material, such as ABS, PA,
PC, PE, POM, PBT and PET etc.  provide auto parts mould, medical equipment mould,
household appliances mould, electronic product mould, double color mould and so on with cold
or hot runner.

Cost Effective Production Flexibility

Wahshing has horizons for the plastic injection moulding process.
We have made it possible to produce items traditionally made by
more costly methods. Small or large, thin or thick, one moulding or
whole assemblies –we can offer a solution. We manufacture
products weighing just from a few grams and have particular
expertise in producing mouldings with sections.



Double Color Plastic Injection mould

1. Function requirements. Such as power swith, mobile keypad, keyboard
indicator, car swith and so on. They require the parts with LED diaphanous.
2. Inprove handle feeling. Some handheld products, they require to use
rubber on handheld parts in order to make them more comfortable. Such as
interphone cover, electric power tool handle, spanner, toothbush handle,
thermos cup and so on.
3.  Make products more beautiful as decorate.  Some goods need to make
logo, and it will be excellent and you don't need to worry the logo will be
rubbed off any more.
4. Parts of the products need to be electroplated. As we all know, only ABS
and PSU's surface are electroplating among plastic family. We can set  the
resin as ABS in the parts  that need to be electoplated and other parts us PC
or some other material if parts or one side of the products need to be
electorplated.
 

1. High precision and stable quality.
2. Good structure strength and durability.
3. Smaller gap between different color parts and better apprance than normal
products. 4. Lower cost and promote added value as compounded parts.

Why choose double color plastic injection mould ?
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Double color mould is a highlight among mould family. It attracted eyes of the world and open a new area in
mould' s history.  It's belilved that it will be  a new direction of mould developing. In Wahshing  We focus on
2 shot parts mould making and production, painting,thin wall and high precision parts mould making and
production.

The characteristics of double color mould



Visit Us

The following details are rhe comments of how to visit us in a good way according to where you stay.

In Shenzhen, you will spend about one hour and a half arriving at our factory from Shenzhen Airport.
It will only need 30 mins to arriving our factory from the world's biggest golf course-Mission Hills Golf Club.

Address: No. 9, Danxing District, Guanjingtou,
Fenggang, Dongguan, China.
Tel: 86-0769-87842662/87842663
Fax:86- 0769-887842662-804
Total Area）: 2300㎡
Employees :  100
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